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Planning, Place-shaping & Place-making in Northern 
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The Role of the Department for Infrastructure in Delivering 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
Thank you for invitation – great to be here – thanks to NILGA 

for the invitation – and for choosing such an interesting topic as 

your conference theme.  Great to be in Fermanagh – a county 

that so obviously has all the great ingredients to make a great 

place! 

 

I’ve been asked to speak about the role of the Department I 

have the privilege of leading – DfI – in delivering wellbeing 

through regional place-shaping. 

 

As the slide behind me shows, DfI delivers services to 

everyone who lives, works and does business here.  While 

we’re perhaps most instantly recognised as the region’s roads 

and transport department, we do so much more and our focus 

is very much on creating the sort of places in which people 

want to live and work, visit and invest.   

 

What the slide behind me shows perhaps less well, is that we 

are not so much an infrastructure department – despite our 

name, we know that infrastructure is a mere means to an end.  

Rather, we are a department with a clear and firm focus on 

people and their wellbeing.   
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We take our lead from the vision the previous Executive had at 

the heart of its draft Programme for Government: 

Improving wellbeing for all – by tackling disadvantage and 

driving economic growth 

 

And we work through our responsibilities to ensure that 

wellbeing – economic, societal and environmental - is at the 

core of everything we do 

 

• Shaping through our planning policies the sorts of places 

in which people live and in which they can thrive.   

• Through our transport policies, focusing on how people 

and communities connect with one another, how we get to 

work and how businesses get goods to market.   

• Through our focus on water and drainage, making sure 

not only that we all have access to that most fundamental 

of needs – clean drinking water and an effective way of 

removing and treating waste water – but how people and 

communities can be kept safe from flooding and water 

pollution 

• Through our focus on safety and sustainability, how we 

contribute to promoting active travel and to keeping 

people safe on the roads, be that through our cycling 

infrastructure, road safety education, driver and vehicle 
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licensing or roadside enforcement, so that they can enjoy 

long, healthy and active lives.  

 

Of course, we do all this in an unprecedented and exceptionally 

challenging context.  I want to outline four key challenges that I 

don’t doubt will also be picked up in other conversations today. 

 

The first is the continued absence of an Executive and 
Ministers which creates real difficulties in terms of political 

direction and what decisions can and should be taken by civil 

servants.   

 

While in some areas we can and do continue to take decisions 

to progress things in line with the direction set by previous 

ministers, in others we know that we face new challenges.  

Increasingly we are finding that we need new policy responses 

and different decisions on how to allocate funding.   

 

This presents very real challenges for people like me who are 

not elected and cannot take on the role that properly rests with 

politicians.   

 

It’s a challenge far more eloquently explored in the report on 

Governing without Ministers published a couple of weeks ago 

by the Institute for Government which is well worth a read. 
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The challenges and uncertainty associated with EU Exit have 

been well rehearsed but they are very real and departments, 

including my own, have had to put very significant time, effort 

and resource into ensuring that planning for exit is as good as it 

can be.   

 

For me this has required a huge programme of legislative work 

as well as a particular focus on the practical dimensions of 

running cross-border bus and train services, freight and 

haulage, arrangements for motorists, liaison with our ports and 

assessing the risks associated with possible disruption on our 

roads.  And all that in a context where the arrangements at the 

border remain unclear.  Work is well in hand – but that level of 

intensity and challenge is not without consequences for other 

work. 

 

In addition, departments continue to operate in a very difficult 

financial environment.  We simply do not have the funding 

that we need to deliver the sorts of policy interventions that are 

so often called for.  And we do not also have the public debates 

that we should be having on how public expenditure is 

generated and what we realistically want to see delivered with 

the taxes and rates we pay.  I also would comment that single 
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year budgets, in the business of strategic infrastructure, really 

mitigate against long-term planning and best value for money.  

 

And finally, we face the impact of even bigger global challenges 

such as climate change.  For DfI, more frequent and extreme 

weather events impact on our ability to provide services and to 

maintain and develop our infrastructure.  

 

While we have tended in the past to put a lot of work in to 

design to cope with the impacts of climate change, it is clear 

that we need to do much more on the prevention side.  We 

know for example that, after agriculture, the next biggest 

contributor to greenhouse gases in Northern Ireland is transport 

emissions.   

 

That raises significant challenges for us as a society – if we are 

serious about improving air quality, for example, we simply 

have to find ways of reducing vehicle emissions not only with 

cleaner technologies but with a radically different approach to 

transport planning. 

 

With that in mind, I want to focus on three particular dimensions 

of our work to shape places in which people and communities 

can thrive and succeed. 
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The first is planning for sustainable development. 
 

Our Strategic Planning Policy Statement (SPPS) ‘Planning for 

Sustainable Development’ sets out the regional planning policy 

context.  It focuses on securing the orderly and consistent 

development of land whilst furthering sustainable development 

and improving well-being – as set out in the 2011 Planning Act. 
 
Hopefully most of you here will be aware of the 5 Core Planning 

Principles for the planning system which are set out for the first 

time in the SPPS.   

 

Of these principles, 2 are particularly relevant to today’s 

agenda, and they are: ‘Improving Health and Well-being’; and 

‘Supporting Good Design & Positive Place-making’. 
 
We know from evidence that well-designed buildings and 

successful places can have a positive impact on how we feel – 

for example, whether to walk or cycle, or whether to stay longer 

in a good place. 

 

We know also that good design can change lives, communities 

and neighbourhoods for the better.  That’s why we have worked 

to develop products like our urban stewardship and design 

guide, ‘Living Places’, which provides strategic guidance on 
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how places should develop and change going forward, to make 

them more successful for the people who use them. 

 

The ten qualities of successful place-making set out in the 

guide are synonymous with good planning practice.  They 

include having a vision; acting collaboratively and responsibly; 

creating viable places and hospitable environments; which are 

accessible and enduring; whilst always having regard to 

context, and the need for excellence in design.  

 

The second area I want to focus on is connecting people 
safely and sustainably 
 
We have committed to developing a suite of Transport Plans in 

conjunction with councils’ Local Development Plans.  Our 

Transport Plans must consider how to make our towns work 

best for everyone, young and old, drivers, pedestrians, cyclists, 

shoppers and tourists, not just people going to and from work. 

 

In terms of connections, how we travel has a really important 

impact upon our physical and mental health and well-being – 

whether through social exclusion, poor air quality or the fact 

that we are not active enough.  As I have already recognised, it 

also has real implications for our environment. 
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We are a society wedded to car use – and we are going to 

have to change that.  If we are serious about reducing 

congestion, improving air quality and increasing the reliability of 

journey times, we are simply going to have to find ways of 

getting people out of their cars for unnecessary journeys and 

on to public transport or else walking or cycling.   

 

And that means providing attractive alternatives. 

 

We’ve seen already how effective this can be – the Glider in 

Belfast and the investment in greenways for walking and 

cycling show what’s possible.   

 
But I accept that we have a long way to go to ensure that those 

alternatives are more commonly and widely available.  And of 

course we will need political direction to change our patterns of 

expenditure towards ever greater investment in active and 

sustainable travel options.   

 

Finally, I want to focus on how we support opportunities. 

 

We need to ensure that investment in our infrastructure 

provides the conditions to support sustainable growth and 

enhances the region’s attractiveness as a place to live, work, 

visit and invest.  
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There are many aspects of infrastructure that I could touch on 

but, in the time available, I want to focus on our water and 

wastewater infrastructure. 

 

Good water infrastructure has a significant role in protecting the 

environment and promoting health and well-being. Adequate 

water and sewerage infrastructure is an expectation of 

everyone and is necessary for sustainable development.  The 

reality though is that, too often, we take it for granted given that 

it is largely located underground.   

 

As NI Water’s draft 25 year plan, published just a few days ago, 

shows, we are dealing with the consequences of historic under 

investment in our sewerage infrastructure.   

 

Many of you will be aware that significant investment is 

required over the next few years to upgrade drainage and 

wastewater treatment infrastructure right across Northern 

Ireland. 

 

We are already facing development constraints in almost 100 

towns and villages across Northern Ireland where wastewater 

treatment works are at capacity.  And, without change, we will 

see ever more development constraints, particularly in Belfast; 
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where we have an ageing infrastructure already operating well 

above the capacity it was designed for. 

 

That’s not in anyone’s interest in terms of a growing economy 

and an attractive environment.  

 

NI Water are currently preparing a business plan to detail their 

priorities for the Price Control 2021 to 2027 and the Utility 

Regulator will then issue its draft determination for consultation 

in July 2020.   

 

Essentially, that determination will set out what the independent 

regulator considers is the minimum amount that NI Water will 

need to deliver its statutory obligations around drinking water 

and wastewater treatment. 

 

I really would encourage you to engage in this consultation as it 

is important that local government and other stakeholders have 

the opportunity to express their views and to articulate the 

importance of our water and wastewater infrastructure to the 

environment and to the economy.  

 

This is a huge challenge, however, we all live with water, and 

there is a collaborative approach required to delivering a long 

term, integrated solution for our water and drainage 
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infrastructure which can continue to support the future 

development we all desire to see.  

 

Conclusion 
As I finish, I want to stress again our role in creating places 

where people can live happily and successfully, contributing to 

our economy within a safe environment. 

 

I want to highlight the point I made at the start – that we must 

maintain our focus not on hard infrastructure but on people, 

places and wellbeing. 

 

And I want to end with the recognition that we don’t – and can’t 

– maintain that focus in isolation.   

 

We have a common vision, a common set of aspirations for this 

place that most of us call home.  And that requires us to work 

together to deliver it. 

 

The draft PfG, which I was fortunate to be part of shaping along 

with our previous ministers, was predicated on the recognition 

that we needed to work together.   

 

It recognised that the best ideas came not from siloed thinking 

but from collaboration. 
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Places don’t shape themselves – they require people.  And 

collaboration.   

 

I leave you with one commitment from my organisation - a 

commitment to be open and to work collaboratively with others 

to deliver wellbeing through regional place-shaping. 

 

As Helen Keller said: Alone we can do so little; together we can 

do so much. 

 

Thank you 


